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High-speed metal-semiconductor-metal 共MSM兲 photodetectors based on Schottky-contacted core/
shell GaAs/AlGaAs and bare GaAs nanowires were fabricated and characterized. The measured
core/shell temporal response has a ⬃10 ps full-width at half-maximum and an estimated corrected
value less than 5 ps. The bare GaAs devices exhibit a slower response 共⬃35 ps兲 along with a slow
decaying persistent photocurrent 共⬃80 s兲. The core/shell devices exhibit significantly improved dc
and high-speed performance over bare nanowires and comparable performance to planar MSM
photodetectors. The picosecond temporal response, coupled with picoampere dark current,
demonstrate the potential for core/shell nanowires in high-speed imaging arrays and on-chip optical
interconnects. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. 关doi:10.1063/1.3600061兴
GaAs-based metal-semiconductor-metal 共MSM兲 devices
offer a simple and effective device geometry for the creation
of high-speed photodetectors. The addition of an AlGaAs
barrier, when properly designed, has been shown to further
improve performance.1,2 The higher band gap layer reduces
dark current and decreases surface recombination while increasing sensitivity and quantum efficiency. AlGaAs capping
layers between 30 and 60 nm have been shown to improve
the time response of devices as well.1 III-V based nanowire
devices have already shown strong potential for creating
high performance optical detectors3–6 while growth on Si
substrates indicates their potential to as an integrated component within CMOS electronics.7 Additionally a wavelength
and polarization dependence has been seen in the optical
responses of nanowire devices, further increasing their versatility for use as receivers.3 High-speed testing results have
been reported for several nanowire-based detectors, including ZnO 共s兲,8 intersecting InP 共ps兲9 and carbon nanotubes
共ps兲10 but no results have yet been reported on GaAs-based
nanowire detectors.
In this letter, we present experimental results and analysis of the dc and high-speed properties of core/shell GaAs/
AlGaAs nanowire and bare GaAs nanowire detectors. The
devices are fabricated as MSM devices with Schottky contacts. The core/shell devices demonstrate full-width halfmaximum 共FWHM兲 values of 10 ps and shorter, comparable
to similar planar devices2,11 and significantly faster than the
bare core devices 共⬃35 ps兲. The results are instrumentlimited and conservative estimates suggest speeds twice as
fast as those measured may be possible.
GaAs nanowire cores used for this letter were grown by
Au-catalyst assisted metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy on
a兲
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GaAs substrates with diameters between 50 and 60 nm. For
core/shell wires, core growth was followed a 50–60 nm
AlGaAs shell and a 5–10 nm GaAs capping layer grown
using conventional epitaxy with no intentional doping. The
thin GaAs capping layer is incorporated to prevent oxidation
of the underlying AlGaAs shell and subsequent defect formation within the core.12 The aluminum content in the shell is
estimated to be 33%.13 Additional growth details and optical
characterization of the wires can be found in Ref. 13. Gating
on devices fabricated with both core/shell and bare nanowires show slightly p-type behavior, attributed to unintentional doping due to precursor contaminants during growth.14
For detector fabrication the core/shell nanowires were
dispersed from an isopropyl alcohol suspension onto prepatterned substrates. Sapphire substrates were used to reduce
parasitic capacitance. Electrodes were patterned using electron beam lithography, followed by native oxide removal in a
dilute HCl solution and subsequent deposition of Pd/Ti/Au
electrodes. After lift-off the devices were subjected to rapid
thermal annealing in N2 for 20 s at 425 ° C.15 All contacts
were patterned with 2 m spacing and 1 m width. The
electrode geometry was not optimized for high-speed measurements and no waveguides were implemented. Bare GaAs
nanowire detectors were fabricated in a similar fashion with
Ti/Au contacts.
Measurements of the dc optical properties were performed in atmosphere using a tunable cw Ti-sapphire laser
pumped by a multiline Ar-ion laser and focused through an
objective. Current-voltage characteristics were collected over
a range of incident powers at 800 nm. The spot size of the
incident radiation was estimated to be 200⫾ 50 m in
diameter. High-speed responses were collected in atmosphere using a tunable Ti-sapphire laser with 80 fs pulse
width. 60 GHz probes were used to electrically bias the
sample and data was taken through a bias-T using a 50 GHz
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Photocurrent of representative core/shell device collected as a function of laser power 共800 nm兲 at three different bias voltages;
inset: representative dark current traces of core/shell and bare nanowire
devices.

sampling oscilloscope. Power measurements shown are timeaveraged taken inline.
Both core/shell and bare GaAs nanowire detectors
showed dark current values in the low picoampere range at
5 V bias with several devices demonstrating dark currents
below the measurable range of our characterization setup.
Along with this small dark current, two-terminal capacitances under 20 fF were measured for several illumination
and bias values. This low capacitance is crucial in achieving
high-speed operation. Plotting the photoresponse as a function of incident power for a representative core/shell device
共Fig. 1兲 shows an estimated responsivity of 0.1 mA/W,16 linear over approximately three orders of magnitude of incident
power. The nanowire devices show a strong linear polarization dependence and all optical measurements were taken
with polarization set to maximize signal strength. Bare GaAs
nanowire detectors showed much lower responsivities, near
0.02 mA/W. Typical current-voltage traces of a core/shell
device in dark and under selected optical powers is provided
in Fig. 1, inset, showing responses similar to planar MSM
detectors.2,11
The response times of several core/shell nanowire detectors were measured under the high-speed pulsed Ti-sapphire
laser. The incident beam was defocused, polarization optimized, and positioned to maximize signal strength. Due to
the low currents produced by these devices, the system was
limited to higher incident powers to achieve a signal large
enough to record on the oscilloscope.
Figure 2 provides two sets of representative traces with
selected applied voltages and incident powers. Changing the
incident power and applied bias strongly affected the amplitude of the peak response 关Fig. 2共a兲, inset兴 but created little
change in FWHM 共⬃9 ps兲, fall time 共⬃5 ps兲, and rise time
共⬃8 ps兲 as would be expected in a planar MSM device2
关Fig. 2共b兲, inset兴. The 9 ps FWHM approaches the limits of
the measurement setup, indicating some of the time response
may be dominated by the probes and oscilloscope. Several of
the devices exhibited asymmetric behavior in their dc photoresponse, which could be seen in a variation in the peak
height of traces with opposite polarity, indicating that the
peak height was being determined by the device and not a
parasitic conduction path. The damped oscillations observed
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Time responses for core/shell detectors at selected 共a兲
incident powers and 共b兲 biases. Insets: measured peak heights and FWHM
values.

after the initial peak are primarily an artifact of the measurement system arising from coupling and transmission of the
electrical pulse to the oscilloscope. The results indicate the
lower limits of performance of these devices.
The core/shell detector responses were compared with
bare GaAs nanowire detectors 共Fig. 3兲. The bare nanowire
had a significantly reduced and noisier response than that of
the core/shell devices and a signal was only detectable at the
largest incident power and applied bias. The bare GaAs
nanowire detectors showed a fast initial response, followed
by a slow tail, with a measured FWHM of 35 ps, rise time of
6 ps, and fall time of 130 ps. These wires also showed an
additional very slow response, on the order of 80 s decay
time, under near dc conditions. Figure 3, inset 共a兲 plots the
response over several minutes after illumination 共tungsten
lamp source兲 has been removed, demonstrating a persistent
photocurrent. Similar results have been reported for ZnO
nanowires.8 The core/shell devices showed no measurable
persistent response under similar circumstances. A normalized frequency response for both device types is shown in
Fig. 3, inset 共b兲, with the core/shell devices showing ⫺3 dB
value near 25 GHz. A recent report on the optical properties
of similar wires found that the dc photoresponse of bare
cores were dominated by charged surface trap states, the discharge of which may be the source of the slow decaying
persistent photocurrent.17 Quantum efficiency estimates for
these devices vary greatly due to the approximate value of
the laser spot size; however, using the high speed measurement results, a value of 13.5% at 800 nm was calculated.18
The overall time response is estimated by the convolution of the response times of each element, assuming each
element’s time response is independent of the others. Under
the assumption that the laser, oscilloscope and device have
Gaussian time responses then the time-domain convolution
of these will produce a Gaussian response whose variance is
the sum of the individual variances. The measured time response is therefore the square root of the variance, or the
square root of the sum of the squares of the individual responses from the laser, oscilloscope and device, as described
in 共Ref. 19兲
2
2
2
measured = 冑actual
+ osc
+ laser
,

共1兲

where actual is the device time constant, while osc and laser
are those of the sampling oscilloscope and the laser pulse
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Representative time response of
a core/shell nanowire and bare GaAs nanowire detectors under 120 W incident illumination and 10 V applied bias. A best fit line is provided for the bare GaAs
response for clarity. Inset 共a兲: slow time scale response
of a bare GaAs nanowire detector; arrow indicates
when illumination was removed and inset 共b兲: normalized frequency response of the both detectors.

width, respectively. Assuming 7 ps rise time from the oscilloscope and 80 fs laser pulse width, a corrected value for the
FWHM of the core/shell detectors is found to be near 5 ps.
Electro-optic sampling methods would be necessary to more
precisely characterize the true response time of these
devices.10 The response is close to but faster than the expected transit time-limited response from a 2 m device of
⬃20 ps, suggesting collection may be dominated by the area
near the contacts.
We have demonstrated the high-speed time response of
core/shell GaAs/AlGaAs nanowire devices. The devices
show a measured FWHM of less than 10 ps with an estimated 5 ps FWHM after correcting for instrument limitations. This response is considerably faster than bare GaAs
detectors and comparable with planar MSM structures of
similar material and structure. The lower responsivity may
be improved by including absorption enhancement techniques, such as a distributed Bragg reflector and antireflective coating. Significantly the devices exhibited very low
dark currents and capacitance values, making them strong
candidates for elements in high-speed imaging arrays and
potentially for on-chip optical interconnects.
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